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Settings in Acrobat Professional
Edit > Preferences > Page Display > Custom
Resolution 72 dpi
Edit > Preferences > Color Management > Custom
RGB
CMYK
Gray

sRGB
ISOcoated-v2(eci)
Black Ink - ISOcoated-v2(eci)
derived from ISOcoated-v2(eci)
in Photoshop

The file size of this doc is fairly large because of two
embedded CMYK profiles.


1.1	 Introduction
Opposed to the Standard PDF/X-1a, a general PDF can contain arbitrary mixtures
of RGB-, CMYK-, Gray- and Spot-Ingredients.
Such a document is useful only in rare cases:
1. PDF for a calibrated inkjet, where images are left in one or more calibrated RGB
spaces, but vector graphics are defined directly by CMYK inks.
2. PDF for different CMYK spaces (late binding). In this case the images can be left
in a calibrated RGB space for late conversion for the final printing process. Vector
graphics should be already in an appropriate (average) CMYK space, in order to
avoid problems with CMYK-CMYK conversions which most likely destroy the black
generation.
It happens very often that PDFs by less skilled authors contain these unpleasant
mixtures unintentionally.
At least for raster images there is some hope that the document can be converted
into the same CMYK output space. This is possible if each image is tagged by an
ICC profile, which should be the correct one, of course.
Adobe Acrobat Professional, here Version 7, can be used to identify embedded ICC
profiles.
The test document contains an image in six versions for these color spaces:
RGB		
RGB		
CMYK
CMYK
Gray		
Gray		

sRGB
aRGB (Adobe RGB 1998)
ISOcoated-v2(eci)
Euroscale Coated v2
Black Ink - ISO Coated-v2(eci)
Black Ink - Gray Gamma 2.2

One should not use Gray Gamma or Gray Dot Gain for Gray. It is better to generate
a derived one-channel Gray profile from the respective CMYK profile. This can be
done in Photoshop by
Edit > Color Settings > Gray > Load Gray > ISOcoated-v2(eci) (for instance).



2.1	 Color Settings / First Set
The first set contains sRGB, ISOcoated-v2(eci), Gray Black Ink - ISOcoated-v2(eci)
and (here not tested) Spot Black Ink - ISOcoated-v2(eci).



2.2 Color Settings / Second Set
A second set may contain other settings, e.g. aRGB, Euroscale Coated v2, Gray
Black Ink - Euroscale Coated v2 and (here not tested) Spot Black Ink - Euroscale
Coated v2.



3.1	 Acrobat Settings / InDesign CS2
Numbers are unchanged and all profiles are embedded.



4.1	 Example
These are the six test images. Because of embedded profiles the appearance should
be the same in Acrobat. Adobe Acrobat (Reader) can define only one set of viewing
conditions (see page 1), therefore different untagged images would look different.
sRGB

ISOcoated
v2(eci)

Black Ink
ISOcoated
v2(eci)

Gray
Gamma
2.2Gray

aRGB

Euroscale
Coated v2



5.1	 Identification
Acrobat 8 cannot identify the Gray profiles (these are considered as Device Gray).
The two RGB spaces and the two CMYK spaces are correctly used.



6.1	 Convert Colors
Colors in one or more color spaces can be converted into another space. Normally
this is done for all images. Everything is here converted into ProPhotoRGB and this
color space is defined as Output Intent. This works as well for EPS, placed in InDesign. For untagged images the document color space is assumed. The result of the
conversion can be found here:
http://docs-hoffmann.de/colpdf27022008-ProPhoto.pdf
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